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To be the first choice for business support 
and representation across the county

To be a major influencer and contributor  
to the economic development of Suffolk  
on behalf of our members and wider  
business community

To be the recognised voice of business
in Suffolk

Suffolk Chamber of Commerce exists to serve and support the 
Suffolk business community through a combination of services, 
networking and lobbying activity.  Our vision is:

Vision Statement 
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As a NFP it is anticipated that 2019 will be a positive financial end of year outturn in the 
region of £20,000 on a turnover of approximately £1.8m.

Staffing will stand at 39 personnel across Suffolk Chamber and its 2 subsidiary companies (36 FTE).

We will continue to work prudently regarding core and project income that fit our three themes 

of Chamber activity;  

 1 Policy, Lobbying and Representation

 2 Business Support and Advice

 3 International Trade

We will aspire/aim to secure payments in advance for the majority of our projects, so as not to 

affect our cash flow. This will allow us to ensure a strong cash at bank profile.

Our auditors confirm that we have strong financial processes in place, with debtors well managed 

and with the future financial position of Suffolk Chamber being positive. 

In 2019, we will continue to consolidate our position, reflecting on opportunities that are on the 

horizon through such things as withdrawal from the EU, the Industrial Strategy and the Norfolk 

and Suffolk Economic Strategy, building on and developing the business around our three themes 

of activity, whilst ensuring out systems and resources are fit for purpose, with aspiration to 

continue our development as one of the leading accredited Chambers of Commerce within the 

British Chambers of Commerce network.

Financial Statement 
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As the British Chambers of Commerce’s (BCC) accredited Chamber for the County, Suffolk 

Chamber, along with its five town areas, which are fully part of Suffolk Chamber (Bury St Edmunds, 

Haverhill & District, Greater Ipswich, Lowestoft & Waveney, Newmarket & District), is in a 

privileged position to support and represent local business interests. The BCC benchmarking 

statistics rank Suffolk Chamber as a top 10 Chamber in the network by way of membership 

numbers and retention of existing members.

The County Chamber will aim to develop and deliver a quality range of business support 

solutions, assisting companies to develop, grow and flourish. This direct delivery will be 

complemented by our continued work as the voice of business, where we will undertake to 

lobby key decision makers locally and nationally, championing the voice of Suffolk’s business 

community on a range of business concerns and issues. 

Our 2019 aims reinforce our vision, cementing ourselves as the partner of choice.

These aims and objectives will be achieved through the successful delivery of three principal 

areas of activity:

 1 Policy, Lobbying and Representation

 2 Business Support and Advice

 3 International Trade

Suffolk Chamber has grown over the past decade, addressing a changing business environment, 

fluctuating economy and changes in national Government. During this period the Chamber 

has striven to remain relevant and shaped its offer to support its members’ needs, growing as 

a business (turnover increased from £650,000 per annum to £1.8m, developing two subsidiary 

companies (Lowestoft Vision and TechEast) and seeing Suffolk move up the British Chambers 

of Commerce’s benchmarking ranks). This growth has seen many positives. During this period 

the Chamber’s credibility has grown with its members, wider business community and key 

stakeholders, e.g., Local Authorities, NALEP and MPs. The Chamber’s active lobbying has ensured 

the Chamber has become the respected voice of the Suffolk business community.  

2019 will continue to deliver the Suffolk Chamber board’s agreed and endorsed rolling business 

plan around the three areas of activity as follows:

Aims and Objectives to  
undertake to deliver the  
2019 business plan 
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1 Policy, Lobbying and Representation

Policy and Representation could be seen as a direct cost to the Chamber, however it is our work 

in this space that primarily gives us our credibility with business and stakeholders – representing 

the views of the business community, shaping policy and ensuring decisions are made to benefit 

our localities. Indeed it is our growing reputation in this space that can become even more of a 

key driver to the Chamber’s own business growth. The Chamber clearly will continue to act as 

the voice of the Suffolk business community, strengthening ties, links and relationships with our 

members, the wider business community and key stakeholders such as MPs, Local Authorities 

and Local Enterprise Partnerships. This will ensure that the Chamber, along with its membership, 

shapes the key issues that are affecting the County of Suffolk, be they, for example, recruitment, 

skills, infrastructure, transport or regulation. With Brexit upon us, 2019 will be a year to look at 

how we strengthen our work in the policy arena, ensuring our board and committee structures 

are robust and that our manifestos are relevant, so that the Chamber continues to lead the 

business voice in these potentially uncertain times, when the business community will need to see 

strong leadership and clarity to instil confidence.

Also looking forward, there will be wider challenges and opportunities as businesses get to 

grips with, amongst other things: infrastructure deficits including with regard to broadband and 

mobile technologies; a changing regulatory and planning environment; improvements in public 

procurement practices; fresh sources of investment; new GCSE gradings; the roll out of, and 

revisions to, the Apprenticeship Levy; proposals for an Institute of Technology; and the evolving 

structures and offers of local training providers.

The backdrop for many of these challenges will be set by: the Government’s Industrial Strategy 

and the Local Industrial Strategy, the Norfolk and Suffolk Economic Strategy and Delivery Plan, 

and Suffolk’s Framework for Growth.

2 Business Support and Advice

We will continue to provide the business voice in economic and business strategy development 

in Suffolk and will seek to play a key role as a delivery partner in the opportunities that flow from 

the strategies.

This has been a good area of steady growth for the Chamber over recent years, including:  

i) The New Anglia Growth Hub was initially funded until August 2018. However and after a 

successful bid process, the funding has now been extended until August 2021 (subject to 

an interim performance review in 2019). We will continue to deliver quality business advice 

across Suffolk and Norfolk with the assistance of our partners in the programme. 
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ii) With the recent final investment decision for Hinckley nuclear new build in Somerset, this 

will now unlock Stage 3 consultation for nuclear new build here in Suffolk. This will, in 

early 2019 (January), see a slow cranking up of the Suffolk Chamber of Commerce supply 

chain work for EDF. 2019 will, therefore, be a period to reflect on staffing needs and key 

milestones to be able to effectively deliver any new contract Suffolk Chamber secures from 

EDF in early 2019 to deliver its supply chain activity going forward, whilst ensuring we work 

closely with EDF to continue to populate the supply chain portal with suitable businesses 

(fit for nuclear), disseminate information and support with lobbying and consultation 

activity. We will also continue our dialogue with Suffolk County Council and NALEP in 

relation to the funds anticipated to be secured by NALEP from the Nuclear Sector Deal.  

Working with NA Lep these funds we anticipate will be utilised to develop the Chamber’s 

Supply Chain team to support the work the Chamber is already undertaking around EDF 

nuclear new build at Sizewell C.

iii) With the launch of TechEast and foundations set in 2017, 2019 will need to be the year it 

reaches sustainability via active promotion of the membership offer, developing income 

streams for sustainability post-public funding. We have set some clear deliverables to be 

achieved in 2019. One of those is to reinforce TechEast as the recognised tech cluster for 

Norfolk and Suffolk, with the key aim to ensure that this part of the country receives its 

‘fair share’ of UK tech funding through organisations such as Innovate UK. There is a clear 

opportunity for TechEast to drive that change and secure such funding to deliver a service 

and support to the tech and ICT sector across Norfolk and Suffolk.

3 International Trade

With the decision for the UK to leave the European Union and with withdrawal from the EU 

looming in March 2019, there has been much discussion within the BCC network as to threats  

and indeed opportunities that Brexit will bring for both Chamber members and the current 

Chambers international trade offer.

The BCC, to which Suffolk Chamber is playing its part through the Chief Executives’ Round 

Table and National Policy Group, is already in discussions with key stakeholders such as the 

HMRC, DIT, Ministry for EU Exit, Treasury and others, on Government’s thinking regarding Brexit 

implementation and potential consequences to the UK economy.  

Part of the BCC networks International Trade growth/service offer plans is the development of a 

new service, via a newly formed subsidiary company of BCC called ChamberCustoms which will 

look to work with the sector to offer a new Customs Declarations Service that will be delivered by 

accredited Chambers of Commerce to every region of the United Kingdom. In a post-Brexit UK, 

this service will offer businesses much needed assurance that goods being imported or exported 

will pass through our borders unhindered, be subject to the correct duty and charges and reach 
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their destination in good time. The service will offer our traders access to a compliance led,  

Union Customs Code (UCC) and HMRC compliant service that will provide partner companies 

with peace of mind.  Businesses will have access to a highly skilled team of experts able to 

operate through every inventory linked port in the UK through our new ChamberCustoms  

solution developed with BCC’s software partner i2i Infinity.

4 Cross Cutting Sections

During 2019 the Chamber will of course need to look at those work areas and sections that cut 

across and support all Chamber activity.

New membership recruitment and retention procedures and processes are now implemented  

and 2018 showed a good outturn in terms of membership recruitment and retention. The 

introduction of a more sales focussed sales team and a whole team approach to membership 

recruitment and retention has had seen good outcomes in 2018. 2019 will be a year to keep  

the enthusiasm and momentum.

Alongside this we will continue to finesse our networking events activity. This is currently still 

too diverse and across too many localities. A continued deep dive into our events should lead 

to a better co-ordination of offer and commerciality, with aspiration to balance an offer for our 

members around their membership package versus maximising better commercial opportunity 

from much of our networking, including recently launched initiatives such as the Prestige dinner, 

International Trade training, as well as securing ‘event based’ contracts that support our Policy 

work, such as Health and Wellbeing and Local Authority procurement.

Finally, we continue to innovate and look at those central systems such as HR, Accounts, PR, 

Communications and Marketing, to make sure that they are fit for purpose for an organisation 

that has seen good steady growth over the years.

5 Conclusion

2019 will see the continued delivery of the Suffolk Chamber board’s approved annual rolling 

business plan. There is a strong belief that there are many opportunities on the horizon for the 

Chamber to continue its growth and development as Suffolk’s premier business support and 

business voice organisation, supporting our members to grow and flourish. However, to maximise 

these opportunities we must ensure that the fabric and structures of the business are fit for 

purpose to face whatever lies ahead of us.
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1 Introduction

Suffolk Chamber of Commerce is one of 53 accredited Chambers that form the British Chambers 

of Commerce network. We have the capacity, resources, connectivity and influence to represent 

and lobby on behalf of our business community both locally and nationally.

Suffolk Chamber of Commerce provides business leadership and acts as the voice of business for 

the County of Suffolk, promoting actions that our members tell us are their priorities in support 

of real and lasting economic and business growth. These are set out in our recently produced 

‘Manifesto for Business’, under three themes: 

 1 Reducing regulations.

 2 Improving access to all markets.

 3 Giving businesses the tools to do the job.

2019 will see a strengthened focus from our public partners on economic growth following the 

publications of the Government’s Industrial Strategy, the Norfolk and Suffolk Economic Strategy, 

and Suffolk’s Framework for Growth. We have worked hard to ensure that there has been active 

business engagement during the development of each of these documents and, as well as 

responding formally to the first, Suffolk Chamber was directly involved on the groups, steering 

the production of the latter two.

Suffolk Chamber of Commerce is thus fully supportive of the ambitions in the Norfolk and Suffolk 

Economic Strategy and endorsed the Strategy’s specific targets for 2036:

 i) Economic growth of £17.5bn;

 ii) GVA per hour of £39;

 iii) 30,000 new successful businesses;

 iv) The creation of 88,000 new jobs;

 v) 140,000 new homes;

 vi) A higher proportion of people engaged in the labour market than across the UK;

 vii) A 1% annual growth in productivity, and 1.7% annual growth in median wages; and

 viii) Getting to 66% of the population with NVQ3+.

Theme   1

Policy, Representation  
and Committees
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Through our representation on the Economic Strategy Delivery Coordination Board, Suffolk 

Chamber will also be directly involved in the development of the Norfolk and Suffolk Economic 

Strategy Delivery Plan and the Local Industrial Strategy. Through membership of the New Anglia 

LEP Skills Board we will also continue to help direct significant investment in skills in Norfolk and 

Suffolk with funding continuing into 2020 through the European Social Fund component of the 

European Structural Funds and Investment Programme.  

We will continue to champion our business community’s needs through regular dialogues with 

the County’s MPs, input into Government consultation papers, close engagement and influence 

with the Local Authorities, New Anglia Local Enterprise Partnership and Cambridgeshire and 

Peterborough Combined Authority, and our media channels.

Suffolk Chamber of Commerce works closely with colleagues at the British Chambers of 

Commerce, who have a high-profile policy and lobbying team that represents the interests of 

members in Westminster, Brussels and globally. Working together we influence both policy and 

operational decisions, ensuring the interests of our business community are heard clearly. 
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1 Introduction

At the heart of an accredited Chamber is its business support activity. Much of what the 

Chamber does, year on year, supports businesses to grow, develop and flourish. Businesses need 

specific and targeted support for them to achieve their growth potential and Suffolk Chamber 

of Commerce will continue to play a leading role in delivery of a number of business support 

services, headline ones including:

2 New Anglia Growth Hub

The New Anglia Growth Hub, launched in June 2014, is New Anglia LEP’s flagship business 

support programme, and is funded until August 2021 via ERDF funding and funds from the 

Department of Business Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS). It is managed and delivered by 

Suffolk Chamber of Commerce, on behalf of New Anglia Lep, across Norfolk and Suffolk, via our 

team of Growth Hub advisers and a core central Growth Hub team (events, marketing, etc).

The Growth Hub is one part of a £12,500,000 ERDF (£25,000,000 total project cost) application to 

fund the New Anglia Business Growth Programme, through the accountable body New Anglia LEP, 

in conjunction with the Chamber, Suffolk County Council, Nwes and Menta as delivery partners.  

The Growth Hub is the key element of the Growth Programme and delivers proactive, targeted 

support to, mainly, existing businesses and also a few start-ups which have the potential to grow 

exponentially. The Programme aims to result in the provision of an integrated business support 

service, providing long term sustainable job creation, productivity enhancement, business start-

ups and increased GVA across the New Anglia region. The target audience for the coming period 

involves businesses that wish to aspire to the Government definition of a ‘Scale up’ and those 

wishing to export more.

Activity comprises:

 1 The (Suffolk Chamber-managed) New Anglia Growth Hub, providing in-depth advice  

  and guidance to businesses along with accessing grants for growth.

 2 The provision of a number of grant schemes to assist business growth. 

 3 A (Menta/Nwes-delivered) start-up programme, supporting individuals during prestart  

  stage and businesses during the first two years of operation. 

Theme   2

Business support and advice
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3 Small Firms Enterprise (SFEDI) and End Point Assessment (EPA)

Small Firms Enterprise (SFEDI)

Suffolk Chamber of Commerce became a Small Firms Enterprise Development Initiative (SFEDI) 

Awards Approved Centre in September 2015, upgraded to the Institute of Enterprise and 

Entrepreneurs (IOEE) Academy status shortly afterwards. The Approved Centre status allows the 

Chamber to commercially deliver nationally recognised and approved training awards in business 

enterprise support activities.  

The major achievement in 2018 was working in partnership with MENTA to deliver an accredited 

programme of enterprise qualifications in prisons, where the Chamber acted as a managing 

agent, assessing, quality controlling and enabling this, for which we charge a per learner fee. This 

has been incredibly successful with the initial pilot involved developing materials and approaches 

to make it accessible and effective, resulting, to date, in a 100% success rate. We anticipate this 

work continuing in 2019, with 4 cohorts of 10 learners envisaged.

End Point assessment (EPA) 

The new end-point assessment (EPA) is one of the biggest changes in the new apprenticeship 

reforms. Instead of being assessed continually throughout their course, all apprentices now have 

to complete an end-point assessment to complete their qualification. The EPA is designed to 

test whether each apprentice has gained the skills, knowledge and behaviours outlined in the 

standard, and grade each learner according to their performance. Therefore, all apprenticeship 

standards must contain an end-point assessment, with an independent organisation being 

involved in the end-point assessment of each apprentice so that all apprentices following the 

same standard are assessed consistently. The Chamber has become one of these independent 

assessment organisations, which means we now sit on the National Register as an organisation 

who can deliver EPA. It is the employer’s choice who they purchase the EPA from (often led by 

their training provider or college/University). The Chamber has registered to be an EPA for three 

levels of management – Levels 3, 5 and 6.

4 Health in the Workplace

Suffolk Public Health (PH) has invited Suffolk Chamber of Commerce (SCoC) to submit a 

proposal to support a second stage project to improve workplace health among Suffolk 

employers, building on the success of the Stage 1 project which ran from February to July 2018. 

The first phase of the Improving Workplace Health project involved a six-month campaign to 

promote a series of health-related topics to Suffolk businesses. This took a broad approach to 

target small and medium sized enterprises, emphasising the crucial links between employee 

wellbeing and productivity. 
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This project represented a new formal workplace health collaboration between Public Health and 

Suffolk Chamber of Commerce and was closely linked to the 2017 Annual Public Health Report, 

Working for Wellbeing.

Following evaluation of the phase 1 project, it was agreed to deliver a second stage, adopting a 

more targeted approach with a smaller number of businesses over the course of a year from late 

2018 to autumn 2019. 

The proposed second stage will take a multi-layered approach to working with a small number 

of businesses. The purpose would be to focus on specific health-related issues from a business 

perspective through themed workshops. 

The topics to be discussed will be based on the eight headings in the Workplace Wellbeing 

Charter (Leadership, Absence Management, Mental Health, Health & Safety, Physical Activity, 

Healthy Eating, Smoking, Drugs and Alcohol), used to gain insight into how businesses 

understand and can support the recommendations set out in Working for Wellbeing.  

With agreement, business representatives who commit to supporting the resulting programme of 

work will form an ‘Improving Workplace Health Board’ (virtual and face to face engagement) with 

a lead role in implementing the targeted workplace health interventions. This Board would work 

closely alongside the Chamber of Commerce and Public Health through the course of the project, 

with the advantages of shared resources and peer to peer best practice.

5 Networking, B2B activity 

The events programme aims to deliver events that:

 • attract new members and encourage retention of current members,

 • improve profit margins in relation to the time spent organising and delivering the event,  

  and, 

 • are business focused and meet the needs of the Suffolk business community. 

2018 saw the successful delivery of our first ‘big ticket’ Prestige dinners, and in 2019 the events 

team will continue to deliver this as part of a package of profitable special events which will also 

include the annual summer Rooftop Garden Party hosted by Willis Tower Watson. 

Suffolk Chamber will continue to deliver a number of commercial partner events which will be 

specially commissioned to achieve specific outcomes that will benefit local business. These 

include:

 • Invest in Suffolk Ambassadors programme.

 • Tendering Opportunities with the Suffolk Public sector workshops.

 • Workplace Health workshops and Health Summit. 
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Alongside this we will continue to deliver a number of events and forums on behalf of West 

Suffolk Council, as well as supporting the West Suffolk and East Suffolk business festivals. Our 

sectoral events and monthly lunches will also continue, but will be spread out across the county 

to ensure we engage with as wide an audience as possible.

In 2019 we will look to launch Suffolk Chamber of Commerce in Central Suffolk, becoming a 

new branch of the County Chamber, to support our members regarding local activities and 

representation covering towns in Central Suffolk from Eye to Stowmarket, Hadleigh to Sudbury.

 

The event team roles will be targeted to ensure that each event they deliver is business focused 

and meets the needs of the local business community, attracts new members and encourages 

retention of current members and by arranging sponsorship and agreements with the venues, to 

make a significant profit in relation to the time spent organising and delivering the event. 

Suffolk Chamber members will continue to receive a discounted rate to attend our events as well 

as the opportunity to attend “members only” events as part of their benefits of membership.

6 Supply chain 

Our supply chain activity will fall into two categories:

1. EDF Nuclear New Build Sizewell

The primary focus will remain the relationship with EDF Energy in terms of the potential build 

of Sizewell C power station. The final round of consultation, Stage 3, is expected in January 

2019. This will lead to a slow increase of supply chain activity, partially related to expected pre-

enabling work and potential Sizewell C Tier 1s arriving in Suffolk. As we stand today, Sizewell 

is approximately 3 years behind Hinkley in Somerset. Lessons need be learnt from Somerset 

Chamber as to ‘activity’ and ‘delivery’ they experienced during the same period for Hinkley C. 

With EDF’s leadership and direction, Suffolk Chamber will work with Somerset Chamber to aim 

to maximise opportunities for Suffolk businesses in Somerset in relation to the build of Hinkley C 

power station.

 

The Suffolk Chamber Supply Chain team will work closely with EDF’s procurement and 

commercial team, taking direction from them, both in terms of supply chain development but also 

in relation to socio economic consultation. We will continue to develop www.sizewellcsupplychain.

co.uk during 2019 to facilitate a smooth transition through the Stage 3 consultation phase. We 

anticipate post Stage 3 that we will see a steady increase in company sign-ups. A significant 

number of these companies will not be members of the Chamber thereby representing a 

marketing opportunity for the Chamber sales team. 
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Alongside this the Chamber will work closely with New Anglia LEP on the securing and then 

delivery, through the Chambers Nuclear Supply Chain team, the Nuclear Sector Deal funded 

‘place’ supply chain work that is currently being negotiated with BEIS for delivery commencing 

quarter 2 2019.

2. Other supply chain work

The Chamber will continue to develop supply chain relationships with other buyers and 

stakeholders within the County, e.g., the Public Sector, US Air Force, Suffolk Constabulary and 

top tier companies who may ‘enter’ the county in relation to major supply chain projects such 

as Heathrow expansion, East Anglia Off Shore Wind (EAOW) with Scottish Power. The objective 

of the team will be to maximise the opportunities available to SMEs in Suffolk and develop an 

income stream, where possible, for Suffolk Chamber over and above the EDF portal contract.

In addition to this, Suffolk Chamber was commissioned in late 2018 to deliver a number of 

services to support local businesses who wish to tender for work with the public sector.   

This includes:

 • Developing and delivering an online survey of local businesses to identify their top four  

  barriers to winning local contracts and the extent to which SME and local businesses have  

  lost out on recent contracts. 

 • Developing and rolling out to local businesses (with a focus on SMEs) an online diagnostic  

  tool and series of workshops on how to get ‘fit for’ responding to public sector tenders. 

 • Working with procurement leads to deliver a number of interactive workshops across the  

  county where businesses can learn how to avoid the common barriers when bidding for  

  work, seeing a tender being created and given the opportunity to write a tender to learn  

  how they can strengthen their responses.

This work will be completed in quarter one of 2019, after which we will work with the consultants 

to develop an Action Plan to improve local sourcing across Suffolk, and explore further 

opportunities that will help support businesses to ‘get fit’ for responding to public sector tenders, 

including the possible continuation of the workshops and a series of Meet the Buyer events.
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7 Chamber affinity schemes 

There will continue to be a wide range of Suffolk Chamber services available to members which 

will be marketed under headings, so that our offer is boxed into ‘themes’ as opposed to sold/

promoted separately, as an example:

 • Suffolk Chamber Protection – HR, Legal, Health and Safety and Tax advice and support.

 • Suffolk Chamber Employee Health – value for money health schemes from Axa and  

  Westfield Health.

 • Suffolk Chamber International – a range of services to support businesses who do business  

  internationally including foreign exchange.

 • Suffolk Chamber Utilities – cutting businesses’ bills on gas, water and electricity in  

  partnership with Auditel.

 • Suffolk Chamber Fleet – in partnership with the AA, giving up to 50% discounts on  

  roadside recovery.
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1 Introduction

Suffolk Chamber is already able to demonstrate strong connections with businesses who trade 

internationally. We will continue to complement Department of International Trade (DIT) services 

with value added products and extensive reach across Suffolk, ensuring Suffolk Chamber is the 

‘go to’ organisation for international trade support/advice/signposting.

In addition we will prepare for the opportunities/threats that the EU withdrawal may bring, 

lobbying Government via policy meetings with, as an example, the International Trade Minister 

and ensuring Suffolk’s business voice is heard on issues of concern, e.g., tariffs, movement of 

labour, as well as looking at new opportunities such as custom declarations.

During 2019 Suffolk Chamber of Commerce will continue to connect/work with the Chambers of 

Commerce in the BCC Global Business Network, Exemplas (delivery organisation for the East of 

England DiT contract) and public sector partners. The Chamber’s offer regarding international 

trade will be: 

 1 Export documentation including the issue of Certificates of Origin.

 2 Letters of Credit, assuring payment for exported goods.

 3 International trade group offering peer-to-peer networking and country or topic  

  specific events.

 4 Help with translation and foreign exchange.

 5 Hosting the DiT Suffolk International Trade Advisor team of 5, enabling close working  

  via cross referrals, regular meetings and shared events.

 6 Working with Suffolk County Council on the development of the Invest in Suffolk  

  Ambassadors programme.

 7 Working with BCC on their customs declarations service.

2 Suffolk Chamber International

Our international trade services and support will align with the BCC International Trade offer, a 

combination of services provided direct by Suffolk Chamber staff (e.g., export documentation, 

training, events) to those sourced from local providers (e.g., letters of credit), the Chamber 

Theme   3

International Trade
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network (e.g., translation service) and through utilising BCC nationally procured services (e.g., 

foreign currency exchange). We will continue to connect with the BCC’s Global Business Network 

to support trade referrals. 

Our services will be split under the following 5 core headings, offering the listed services in each 

column:

3 Partnership with Department for International Trade

Alongside the delivery of Suffolk Chamber International, Suffolk Chamber will work with partner 

Exemplas (DIT delivery organisation in the East of England) by way of continuing our colocation 

and supporting the promotion of DiT services such as trade missions/events appropriate to 

Suffolk Chamber members.

Service/Programme

Export Readiness Export Finance Getting goods  International International

  to Market Market access Sales & Marketing

Export Readiness 

Assessment

Export Market  

Seminars

Overseas Market 

Intelligence

Risk Management

Export Training

Export Strategy 

Development

Access to export 

finance

Foreign Currency

Export Payment 

Methods

Export Finance 

Explained

Export Trade  

Documentation

Logistics

Insurance

Legal & Accounting 

Services 

Distribution  

Channels

Contact Services

Local Market Access 

Support

Trade Missions & 

Trade Shows

Export Clubs

Marketing Overseas

Translation Services

Communications
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4 Export Documentation 

Export Documentation is a key service from Suffolk Chamber, supporting our many hundreds 

of exporters and freight forwarders with their documentation around certifying goods origin.   

The BCC through the accredited network hold the Government contract to deliver the export 

documentation service. BCC have recently signed new MoU’s with both DiT and HMT. In 2019  

we will continue to offer exemplar customer service, ensuring we retain our current customer 

base and meet BCC International Trade documentation criteria and reporting.

5 Import support 

Whilst the majority of the Chamber’s international trade activity is export focused, we do, in 

the County, have a large number of businesses that either import goods or import goods and 

then export back out. We need understand how we develop this offer. Suffolk Chamber already 

runs a number of International Trade training courses that are suitable for both the exporter 

and importer, these being – Customs Procedures, Methods of Payment and Letters of Credit, 

Preferential Rules of Origin and Inward & Outward Processing Relief. We will also run a training 

course specifically for importers – Import Procedures.

The BCC’s main focus for exporters at present is the Customs Declaration Service. This is aimed at 

both importers and exporters, but due to the UK’s negative Trade balance the market is likely to 

be largest for import declarations.

Finally for importers we also do offer Chamber Foreign exchange through MoneyCorp, which 

BCC advises many firms are using to help hedge against currency related import costs.

6 Invest in Suffolk Ambassadors 

Invest in Suffolk manages the county wide inward investment activity and has responsibility 

for managing all enquiries that come into Suffolk via the New Anglia LEP Memorandum of 

Understanding with DIT.  

In November 2015 Suffolk County Council and Suffolk Chamber of Commerce launched the 

Invest in Suffolk Ambassadors. There are now over 100 Ambassadors across Suffolk to promote 

Suffolk as a business location. Phase 1 of launching the initiative and recruiting the Ambassadors 

with a level of activity is now complete, and in late 2017 Suffolk Chamber signed a further 2 year 

agreement to develop and support the network into Phase 2. The first year of this phase was 

completed successfully in 2018. 
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The Invest in Suffolk Ambassadors is a network of business leaders committed to ensuring the 

county is a place to do business by promoting the area and lobbying for the good of the county.

Ambassadors will share their wealth of experience by:

 • Supporting Suffolk in promoting excellence.

 • Assisting in understanding the needs of businesses.

 • Lobbying and promoting Suffolk.

 • Reporting back on issues that may arise that have an impact on the business community.

 • Meeting and lobbying potential investors.

 • Providing industry and personal insights.

 • Contributing to debates and consultations.

As part of the agreement, in 2019 Suffolk Chamber will deliver the following:

 • Opportunities for Ambassadors to attend national events such as MIPIM and  

  British Chambers of Commerce conferences.

 • Organisation and delivery of consultative panels on key strategic issues relating  

  wto the development of Suffolk.

 • Organisation and delivery of specially organised dinners with speakers of interest.

 • Organisation and delivery of an annual ambassador dinner.

The current contract is due to end in June 2019 and Suffolk Chamber will look to negotiate an 

extension of this contract during Qtr1 2019. 
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